
Disentangling the Syntax of Blackfoot’s ‘Invisible’ and ‘Reportative’ Suffixes 

 

Introduction: Blackfoot (Algonquian: Southern Alberta) has two homophonous suffixes–hk that 

both often appear at the right edge of the polysynthetic word, as shown in (1). 

(1) Nahk  Jaaniwahk  áániiwa  kitsspíyihk. 

ann-wa-hk   Jaani-wa-hk  waanii-wa  kit-ihpiyi-hk 

DEM-PROX INVIS  J-PROX-INVIS  say.AI-PROX  2-dance.AI-REPORT 

‘Johnny said that you danced.’ 

The first of these suffixes attaches to demonstratives or nouns and is described as an ‘invisible’ 

marker (Frantz 2009). The second attaches to verbs and is described as a ‘reportative’ marker 

(Frantz & Russell 1995). Semantically, these suffixes may be similar in that, according to their 

labels, both signal the speaker’s lack of visible and/or firsthand knowledge about the content of 

the utterance. However, these meanings are often obscured in context and despite potential 

semantic similarities, I argue that the two suffixes differ syntactically, as schematized in (2). 

(2) [ -hkINVIS  [KP [DP  [ɸP  [nP  [NP]]]]]] 

 [CP [IP -hkREPORT [AspP [vP  [VP]]]]] 

Nominal -hk is Higher than Verbal -hk: When -hk attaches to a demonstrative or a noun, it 

follows the proximate suffix -wa (or its obviative counterpart -yi), which has been independently 

demonstrated to associate with the Linking domain, i.e., KP in the nominal spine or CP in the 

verbal spine (Bliss 2013). 

(3) Annahk  ninááwahk  itoyíkskimaatsiiwa  anniskayi  ponokáyi. 

ann-wa-hk  ninaa-wa-hk  ito-ikskimaa-t-yii-wa  anniskayi  ponoka-yi 

DEM-PROX-INVIS  man-PROX-INVIS  go-hunt.TA-DIR-PROX  DEM  elk-OBV 

‘That man went to hunt a certain elk.’ 

Assuming Baker’s (1985) Mirror Principle, the fact that -hk follows -wa in the nominal paradigm 

suggests that it is higher in the syntax than -wa, at the leftmost periphery. However, when -hk 

attaches to a verb, it precedes the obviative (or proximate) suffix yet follows the direct suffix, 

independently demonstrated to associate with Asp (Bliss et al., 2014). 

(4) Na  Leo  áániiwa   kiistóyi  kitááhkohkottsstsimaahkataihkináyi  ni     Myaani. 

 na     Leo waanii-wa  kiistoyi kit-aahk-ohkott-sstsimaahkat-a-hk-(y)ini-ayi ni  M 

 DEM Leo say.AI-PROX 2SG.PRN  2-MOD-abl-hire.TA-DIR-REP-OBV-3SG.PRN    DEM  Mary 

‘Leo said that you should hire Mary.’ 

This morpheme ordering suggests that verbal -hk is associated with INFL, a hypothesis that is 

supported by the fact that -hk is in complementary distribution with the conjunct suffix -hs, also 

argued to associate with INFL (Ritter & Wiltschko 2014). 

(5) Nitohkáániikko  na  issítsimaana  otsipánnaasai’nissi 

 nit-ohk-waanii-st-okoo ann-wa    issitsimaan  ot-ipann-waasai’ni-hs-yi 

1-about-say-TA-INV  DEM-PROX  baby-PROX     3-all.night-cry.AI-CONJ-OBV 

‘Someone told me that the baby cried all night.’ 

(6) Nitohkáániikkoo  na  issítsimaana  ipánnaasai’niihka. 

 nit-ohk-waanii-st-okoo ann-wa    issitsimaan  ipann-waasai’ni-hk-wa 

1-about-say-TA-INV  DEM-PROX baby-PROX      all.night-cry.AI-REPORT-PROX 

‘Someone told me that the baby cried all night.’ 

Distribution and Functions of Nominal -hk: Nominal -hk is common on demonstratives, 

including those lexicalized as temporal expressions (annohk ‘now’ and annihk ‘before’). It is also 

frequent in nominalized clauses; Uhlenbeck (1938) described it as a ‘relativizer’ in this usage. 



(7) annahk  aahksáóyiwahk 

ann-wa-hk  aahksa-ooyi-wa-hk 

DEM-PROX-INVIS  always-eat.AI-PROX-INVIS 

‘The one who is always eating’ (NOT: ‘S/he is always eating’) 

Examples like (7) provide further support for the distinction between nominal and verbal -hk; 

although proximate expressions are generally ambiguous between nominal and verbal 

interpretations (Bliss 2013), when -hk follows proximate -wa, only the nominalized interpretation 

is available.  

Distribution and Functions of Verbal -hk: Verbal -hk is ubiquitous in myths, appearing in both 

matrix and subordinate clauses. It is also frequently (but not consistently or exclusively) found in 

the complement of verbs of report. In this context, an extra restriction is placed on clauses with a 

1st person argument: the counterfactual or ‘unreal’ suffix is also required. This same restriction 

does not extend to complement clauses not marked with -hk.  

(8) Na  Leo  awaaniiwa  nitsikáísska’po’taki{(*’pi)hk / ssi /  }. 

na     Leo  a-waanii-wa  nit-ik-aissk-a’po’taki- (*’pi)-hk  / hsi  /   } 

DEM  Leo  IMPF-say-PROX 1-very-always-work.AI- {(*UNREAL)-REPORT  / CONJ  / INDEP 

‘Leo was saying that I work too hard.’ 

While examples like (8) might suggest that verbal -hk is restricted to contexts in which the speaker 

is not committed to the truth of the utterance, -hk can also co-occur with the evidential prefix na-, 

which signals speaker certainty (Bliss & Ritter 2015).  

(9) Nitóhtsimaa  náhka  Rosie  náíhpiyihka 

nit-ohtsimaa      ann-wa-hk  Rosie  na-ihpiyi-hk-wa 

1-hear.news.AI  DEM-PROX-INVIS Rosie  EVID-dance.AI-REPORT-PROX 

‘I heard that Rosie danced.’ 

Conclusions: Across these varied contexts, the ‘invisible’ and ‘reportative’ meanings ascribed to 

-hk are not transparent, and further research is needed to understand the distributions and functions 

these morphemes. Recognizing that nominal and verbal -hk are syntactically distinct is an 

important step towards a comprehensive analysis. 
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